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Abstract. The paper deals with university knowledge transfer. The adjustment of relations between universities and enterprises makes knowledge transfer a necessary requirement for university development to ensure the implementation of market-oriented educational programs. The paper proposes use of modular competency-based and ontological approaches to ensure the university knowledge transfer. The initial data is presented in the databases of the university, authorized bodies of education and science, enterprises, business structures and professional standards. This data is processed and scanned for knowledge to be put into the knowledge database with technological (informational) and modular competency-based approaches. As part of a market-oriented innovation university concept the task is to improve the education system in relation to skills development. To solve this problem it is necessary to build a distributed information system of university knowledge transfer. It is necessary to create a unified educational space – an educational portal – to ensure the university knowledge transfer between all participants - teachers, students and employers. The study offers an architectural solution for a distributed information system.
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TRANSFER WIEDZY JAKO JEDEN Z CZYNNIKÓW ZWIĘKSZANIA KONKURENCYJNOŚCI UNIWERSYTETU

Streszczenie. Artykuł dotyczy transferu wiedzy uniwersyteckiej. Dostosowanie relacji między uniwersytetami a przedsiębiorstwami sprawia, że transfer wiedzy jest niezbędnym warunkiem rozwoju uniwersytetów, aby zapewnić realizację programów edukacyjnych zorientowanych na rynek. W artykule zaproponowano zastosowanie modułowego podejścia opartego na kompetencjach i ontolodzie, aby zapewnić transfer wiedzy uniwersyteckiej. Wstępne dane są prezentowane w bazach danych uniwersytetu, upoważnionych organów oświaty i nauki, przedsiębiorstw, struktur biznesowych i standardów zawodowych. Dane te są przetwarzane i skanowane w celu umieszczenia wiedzy w bazie wiedzy za pomocą technologicznych (informacyjnych) i modułowych podejść opartych na kompetencjach. W ramach orientowanej rynkowo koncepcji uniwersytetów innowacyjnych zadaniem jest zbudowanie systemu edukacji w odniesieniu do rozwoju umiejętności. Aby rozwiązać ten problem, konieczne jest zbudowanie rozproszonego systemu informacji o transferze wiedzy uniwersyteckiej. Zbudowanie takiego systemu pomaga nauczycielom, studentom i pracownikom dowiedzieć się o nowoczesnych technologiach i narzędziach do edukacji uniwersyteckiej.

Słowa kluczowe: programy edukacyjne, kompetencje, ontologia, rozproszony system informacyjny.

Introduction

The Bologna process gave impetus to the improvement of higher professional education in Kazakhstan. Based on the concept of a market-oriented innovative university it is necessary to improve education system which involves development of skills in accordance with the global economy needs. For high-quality training of specialists who will be ready to work in a dynamically changing economic environment it is necessary to provide graduates with not only knowledge, but also a set of competencies which requires changes in their training.

Changes in the direction, goals, content and results of education are focused on individual development, creative initiative, student autonomy, competitiveness and mobility of future specialists [30]. Competence-based education comes to replace knowledge-based education, which provides a more comprehensive, personally and socially integrated educational result [1].

The concept of “knowledge management” appeared in 1990s [9, 20, 26], but the problems of developing and implementing knowledge management systems at the lower infrastructural level remain relevant and critical for expanding the range of knowledge transfer participants. One approach to solve this problem is the development of a distributed information system for the university knowledge transfer which provides access to distributed knowledge databases of educational programs and scientific research through a semantic portal and program interfaces.

Knowledge is the most important resource of an organization. In this regard, organizations need to manage the knowledge they have, and this determines the relevance and importance of knowledge management and knowledge transfer.

One of the commonly used definitions of knowledge is the following: “Knowledge is a combination of data and information, opinions, skills and experience of experts are added, which results in a valuable asset that can be used when making decisions” [27, 29].

Each company and organization has accumulated huge amounts of information that needs to be processed and structured, that is, to be managed. The concept of “knowledge management” is relatively new, its general definition has not yet been formulated. This term is understood as a set of tools for knowledge accumulation, distribution, and exchange.

Knowledge management is a universal concept based on an integral approach to the creation, accumulation and storage of knowledge. In 1986, Karl Wiig introduced the concept of knowledge management. At the turn of the 1980s – 1990s, three different approaches to the concept of “knowledge management” emerged in Sweden, the United States and Japan:

- “European approach” considers knowledge management from the standpoint of its measurement [25];
- “American approach” consists in direct “knowledge management” [28];
- “Japanese approach” focuses on “knowledge creation” [22].

From 1996 to the present, the knowledge management concept has been extended to all areas of activity including education and research [31].

Knowledge management technology is a set of processes, methods, techniques, software and technological tools to ensure knowledge exchange and creation. Scientists and business structures recognize the increasing role of professional knowledge [15].

The USA leads the knowledge management segment. Besides the United States, Germany, Great Britain, Scandinavia, India, Brazil and Australia are the most noticeable in this segment.
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Knowledge management allows integration of new management, marketing and information technology, innovative activity and creativity of people. It also provides a synergistic relationship between technological and behavioural aspects in management [8].

Using knowledge management systems organizations are able to determine the necessary explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge and the level of their distribution. Based on this, “knowledge is the subject of material culture embodied in specific people and in the relationship of these people and organizations,” as stated in the paper by Lazareva A.V., Volkova E.A. [19].

There are two approaches to knowledge management:
- Personifying (intuitive) approach.
- Technological (informational) approach.

The personifying (intuitive) approach is based on the fact that knowledge is contained in people. Employees are the key to knowledge management. This approach involves transfer of knowledge at meetings, trainings.

Technological (informational) approach is based on the fact that data is accumulated and stored in databases. But this data is not processed and not suitable for analysis. Information technologies are necessary for data search and processing, which makes it possible to reveal hidden dependencies and rules [16].

Based on the concept of a market-oriented innovative university it is necessary to improve education system which involves development of skills in accordance with the global economy needs. For high-quality training of specialists who will be ready to work in a dynamically changing economic environment it is necessary to provide graduates with not only knowledge, but also a set of competencies which requires changes in their training.

Fundamental changes in the model of higher educational institutions functioning took place in the Republic of Kazakhstan. These changes are due to the Strategy “Kazakhstan-2050” and the Bologna process; in accordance with this higher education institutions get the role of centres for “education, science, creativity, and knowledge transfer” [11, 23, 24].

The Republic of Kazakhstan supports the concept of a market-oriented innovative university, adopted by the leading world countries which is aimed at large-scale investment in human resources, development of professional competencies, and support for education system modernization to meet the global economy needs [10]. This requires the building a system called a knowledge transfer system [13].

Grudzinsky, A.O., Bedny, A.B. state in their article [12] that knowledge transfer means organizational systems and processes through which knowledge including technology, experience and skills is transferred from one side to the other leading to innovations in the economy and social sphere. The Bologna process determines the need to adjust the system. The adjustment of relations between universities and enterprises, which makes the knowledge transfer a necessary requirement the university development, will ensure the implementation of market-oriented educational programs.

Knowledge transfer is possible in an existing IT environment which provides knowledge accumulation, processing and sharing. Technological infrastructure covering national information resources, information resource sites (institutions) for technology transfer and knowledge management systems of companies, enterprises and educational institutions is a fundamental element of such an environment.

The problems of developing and implementing knowledge management systems at the lower infrastructural level remain relevant and critical for expanding the range of knowledge transfer participants. One approach to solve this problem is the development of a distributed information system for the university knowledge transfer which provides access to distributed knowledge databases of educational programs and scientific research through a semantic portal and program interfaces [4].

Knowledge transfer is more capacious than technology transfer. Knowledge transfer includes knowledge exchange between higher education institutions, businesses, government and public structures. A technology transfer is associated with commercialization of research results. The Republic of Kazakhstan technology transfer network is integrated with several national and international technology transfer networks. Among them there are Russian Technology Transfer Network, the Republican Centre for Technology Transfer (Belarus), the National Technology Transfer Network (Ukraine), Yet2Com American Innovation Exchange, the European Technology Transfer Market and the UNIDO database.

The paper proposes the use of modular competency-based and ontological approaches to ensure the university knowledge transfer. The initial data is presented in the databases of the university, authorized bodies of education and science, enterprises, business structures and professional standards.

This data is processed and scanned for knowledge to be put into the knowledge database with technological (informational) and modular competency-based approaches.

The modular competence-based approach to educational programs was studied by many researchers. However, the implementation of a mechanism for taking into account labour market needs and compliance of educational programs to national and international requirements for training specialists has not been fully studied.

The implementation of the modular competence-based approach will eliminate contradictions between education quality requirements imposed by the state, society, employers and training outcomes.

1. Analysis of regulatory and informational support of educational programs development process in the RK universities

At the moment, universities independently create educational programs content based on national qualification framework (undergraduate – graduate – Ph.D.) and a modular competence-based approach. A modular educational program (MEP) reflects goals, learning outcomes necessary to achieve these goals, and modules that ensure building competencies as a result of an academic process.

“Information and communication technologies” was chosen as professional activity field in our study. The RK draft professional standards for ICT occupations, the European Framework for ICT Competences (e-CF) and the European Certification System for ICT Specialists EUCIP were selected for this field. Based on this, an information model of university’s distributed knowledge database has been built.

Professional standards which could be used to develop educational programs for training specialists at universities have not been fully developed in the Republic of Kazakhstan. “Zerde” Holding is developing 10 professional standards within the framework of “Information Kazakhstan - 2020” national program. There is a “National Qualifications System” chapter in the Labour Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan for the labour market.

The national qualifications system is a set of mechanisms for regulating supply and demand for qualifications of specialists in the labour market. The main goal of the national qualifications system is to create a flexible qualifications system in the Republic of Kazakhstan by regulating the interactions of education and the labour market. Its structure is shown in Fig. 1.

The national qualifications system is a combination of demand management mechanisms, it includes the national qualifications framework, the sectoral qualifications framework, professional standards and vocational training assessment.

Based on the national qualifications framework, professional standards are formed. A professional standard is a requirement for a level of qualifications, competencies, content, quality and working conditions for a specific area of professional activity,
The sectoral qualifications framework (SQF) contains qualification levels. The SQF contains a structured description of qualification levels recognized in the sector which correspond to the National Qualifications Framework.

Based on professional standards, internal and corporate standards of organizations are developed for functional models of activity, positions, professional development, employee's formal evaluation, a labour incentives scheme, and others.

Professional standards define positions, qualification levels and job functions for each position. A labour function is a set of labour actions, which implies the existence of necessary competencies to perform a specific type of work activity.

A mechanism for taking into account the labour market needs, which is a part of an educational program concept, will make it possible to update requirements for professional activities, respond flexibly to changing environments, contribute to educational program development; it will increase the educational program quality and relevance in educational sphere.

The modular competence-based approach is used to implement a mechanism for correlating educational programs with the requirements of professional competencies to overcome the discrepancy between the state’s, the society’s and employers’ requirements for education quality.

At present, the labour market requirements and comparability with national and international standards are not taken into account in university educational programs development.

Draft professional standards which are being developed by Zerde Holding will form national requirements of professional competencies for ICT personnel professional qualification. The European ICT Competence Framework (e-CF) and the European Certification System for ICT EUCIP specialists are used to meet international requirements for professional competencies.

The European framework for ICT competencies (The European e-Competence Framework, e-CF) is a framework for describing ICT competencies. e-CF can be used and recognized by companies producing ICT services and products and companies using ICT in their core business [6, 19].

Comparison of educational program competencies with national and international training requirements for ICT specialists requires expert evaluation. To solve this problem, it is necessary to build the information model of university distributed knowledge database.

The ontological approach allows combining the competencies of educational programs, professional standards and the requirements of international standards. Such an approach will allow transferring the requirements of professional competencies to the content of educational programs, which will increase the demand for university graduates in the national and international labour market.

An important function of the ontological model is the integration of heterogeneous data and knowledge in various fields of knowledge. The ontological model differs from the others, which are written using well-known tools and graphical languages: they are not separate models, but fragments of a common ontology [4, 21].

Our study proposes to create a distributed knowledge database. Ladyzhensky G. [18] described advantages of distributed knowledge databases and the method of their organization in detail. From the point of view of users and application programs, a distributed knowledge database looks like an ordinary local knowledge base, that is, distribution is invisible from the outside.

The information model of the distributed knowledge database of ICT university educational programs includes the ontology of the university's educational programs, the ontology of professional competencies in demand in the regional labour market, and the ontology of the European Framework for ICT Competences (e-CF).

The model of a distributed university knowledge database of ICT educational programs is a set of ontologies: ontology of university educational programs; professional standards ontology; ontology of the European framework of ICT – competencies (e-CF).

The combination of educational program competencies, professional standards and e-CF form general training requirements necessary to perform a specific work activity. The educational standard competences are learning outcomes (competencies) of a modular educational program of the specialty. To achieve the result of training it is necessary to master certain modules that make up disciplines.

Competences of professional standards are labour functions which include knowledge and skills. The e-CF qualifications framework competences are reference competencies that include knowledge and skills.

The ontological approach allows us to combine these three types of competencies and transfer professional competence into the content of disciplines, providing demand for graduates in the labour market without additional training or retraining.

2. Architecture of a distributed information system of university knowledge transfer

Within the framework of a market-oriented innovation university concept there is a task is to improve the system of education in relation to skills development. To solve this problem, it is necessary to build a distributed information system for university knowledge transfer (Fig. 2).

The participants in the university knowledge transfer are: students, applicants, teachers, researchers, employers, management staff, authorized education and science authorities and the administrator [2].

The general information model of a university distributed knowledge database includes ontology of the university educational programs, ontology of professional competencies in demand in the regional labour market, ontology of the European ICT Competences Framework (e-CF), and ontology of scientific knowledge. The ontology of scientific knowledge was developed earlier under grant "The development of an e-university's ontological knowledge base", state registration number 0213RK00305.
The three-tier model includes a user interface component, a data management component (including databases), and middleware, which manages transactions and performs communication functions, transporting requests, managing names, and many other functions and is located between them. Middleware is the main component of distributed systems. The client explicitly requests one of the services provided by the application component. The client sends a request to the information bus, knowing nothing about the location of the service. For the client, the database is hidden by the services layer. Moreover, the client doesn’t know anything about its existence at all, since all operations on the database are performed within services [18].

Service-oriented architecture is a set of services.

The architecture and the functional diagram of the distributed IS shown in Fig. 3 is based on a three-tier architecture and the use of services.

![Fig. 3. Distributed IS Architecture](image)

The main components are the distributed knowledge management system (DKMS), a web server, and an application server (middleware). To access and manage data, a thin or fat client link is used.

A “fat” client (as opposed to a “thin” client) is an application that provides enhanced functionality regardless of the central server. In this case, the server is often only used for data storage, and all the work on processing and presenting this data is transferred to the client’s machine. A “thin” client is a computer or client program in networks with a client-server or terminal architecture that transfers all or most of the information processing tasks to the server. An example of a thin client is a computer with a browser used to work with web applications.

A distributed knowledge database involves storing and performing knowledge management functions in several nodes. Splitting data in a distributed database can be achieved by storing different tables on different computers or even storing different parts and fragments of the same table on different computers. The user does not see how knowledge is distributed between computers [17].

In the client-server mode, depending on the location of the software and the separation of functions, there are two types of work organization:

- “thin client” – “fat” server;
- “fat client” – “thin” server.

Placing application software on the client, i.e. “fat client” – “thin” server, allows reducing the server’s functionality to a minimum. The local software is located on the client machine, and the base software is located on the server. Transferring application software to the server, i.e. “thin client” – “fat” server, increases the network traffic. Both types can be organized both in a local network and in the Internet [14].

Windows server can be used for easy access to the local network. The knowledge database is located on another server for better security; it is recommended to use a Unix server.

Two servers are used to work with the knowledge database. A user has the opportunity to work with a distributed IS not only in the local network but also via the Internet, using a Web server. Local Area Network (LAN) support is used for access via a local area network. Web browser and network protocols are used for access via the Internet.

Let’s look at the semantic educational portal as a prototype of a distributed information system for interacting with a distributed knowledge database [3].

A common educational space, i.e. educational portal is necessary to ensure the university knowledge transfer between all participants – teachers, students and employers.

The structure of the semantic educational portal is shown in Fig. 4. It is required to develop services for interaction with the knowledge database which combine technologies of working with the knowledge database and logical inference to access the knowledge contained in the distributed university knowledge database.

OWL API library is used for service interaction with distributed knowledge database. OWL API library has a modal structure and provides editing functions for the university distributed knowledge database and the inference engine operation.

HermiT will be used as an inference engine. The HermiT logic output machine supports the OWL DL standard more fully than Fact++. The knowledge database consists of ontologies of educational programs, professional standards and the European ICT Framework – Competences (e-CF) (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4. The structure of a semantic educational portal](image)

Layers forming the semantic educational portal services are shown in Fig. 5. The knowledge database structure of a service-oriented system is stored on the server in the form of OWL / XML file. Access to the knowledge database is via web services. A library is used to edit the knowledge database. Search in the knowledge database functions are performed by the HermiT inference engine. Service generation functions and knowledge database search interface are performed on the client side.
The main components of the semantic educational portal being developed are: the ontology of knowledge representation, the ontology editor, a module for assessing the compliance of educational programs with professional requirements, a search and navigation subsystem for portal content, a distributed knowledge database. The relationship of the semantic educational portal components is shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. The relationship of the semantic educational portal components](image)

The trajectory aimed at obtaining concrete results necessary for performing interesting labor functions. The method of analyzing hierarchies allows examining the educational program in terms of learning outcomes and the requirements of labor functions.

The architecture of the distributed information system of knowledge transfer of higher educational institutions is presented. The user has the opportunity to work with distributed IP, not only in the local network, but also via the Internet, using the Web server. As a prototype of a distributed information system, to interact with a distributed knowledge base, the structure of the semantic educational portal is constructed.

The obtained results will be used for further development of the unified educational space of the university, including a distributed knowledge base, and built on the basis of the presented architecture and functional scheme of the distributed information system.

The study proposes an architectural solution of a distributed information system for the university knowledge transfer based on ontological models and logical methods of knowledge extraction. The architecture and functional diagram of the distributed information system are presented.

The structure of the semantic educational portal and the relationship of the semantic educational portal components are presented.
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